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NOTE: I have posted this for them, but this was authored by @YetOnceMore [3].

Changes in Medicaid policy will grant the Department of Health Services (DHS) unprecedented power

to make policy changes to Medicaid and BadgerCare.  Previous decision making required policy to go

through legislative review, but under Act 10 and the Budget Bill, it is unilaterally through DHS.

[Source - Page 11 [4], Source - Page 6-7 [5]]

All legislative authority for changes is now in DHS, until January 2015. [Source - Section 112

[5], Source [6]]

There is no longer a requirement for a vote of the entire legislature when policy changes

conflict with state statutes, nor is there any requirement for rulemaking in this scenario.  This

has the effect of removing any opportunity for public hearing and testimony, and its

constitutionality has been called into question. [Source - Section 112 [5], Source [7]]

No legislative committees on health would be involved — therefore the full legislature as well

as health committees have no role in Medicaid policy. [Source - Section 112 [5]]

Specific direction was provided to DHS to seek federal waivers that would allow for changes

in Medicaid, including waiving MOE (Maintenance of Eligibility) requirements.  If granted, this

means that any federal rules about keeping certain minimum eligibility standards can be

ignored. [Source - Section 112 [5]]

However, if those MOE waivers are NOT granted by the end of calendar year 2011, DHS is

required (by the budget bill) to reduce the eligibility of adults to 133% of the federal poverty

level in July 2012. [Source - Section 112 [5]]

This wholesale handing-off of legislative oversight authority to a branch of the executive is troubling,

particularly when you consider that the current DHS Secretary, Dennis Smith, spent time as a Senior

Fellow at The Heritage Foundation, a conservative institution [Source [8], Source [9]].  While there,

he published several pieces which attacked the very concept of Medicaid, stating essentially that

those with Medicaid would be better off with no insurance at all [Source [10], Source [11]].  This

individual now has virtually total control over Wisconsin's safety net medical insurance programs.
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